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Article abstract
The program of assistance, to the Inuit for their hunting, fishing and trapping
activities presents a unique characteristic among the innumerable govemment
plans applying to native peoples in the arctic region of Quebec: it is the only
one to allow the local communities such a broad scope of latitude in the
utilization of provincial subsidies. An examination leads to two conclusions.
Firstly, since for the past twenty years the community has had an exceptional
margin of autonomy in the implementation of the program, it has been able to
subordinate this program to standards of social action which at least partially
respect its identity; but secondly, because the program is a creation of the state,
even extremely decentralized decisions betray a fundamental integration of
guiding phenomena which prevail in Quebec society as a whole and which at
the same time have their effect on the identity of the Inuit in the North.
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